
XCT100
TRUCK CRANE

Engine model

Rated power/(kW)

Rated torque(N.m)

Length*width*height(mm)

WP12.430E40/ISM11E4 440

316/318

2060/2080

15295×3000×3820



TRUCK CRANEXCT100



Wireless remote control of counter-weight attaching allows wider scope of operation, fends of the 

problem of water proof in remote control via cable and therefore improves the reliability of the 

counter-weight attaching system.
Six section of U shaped main boom (13.1-61m); upgraded dimension proportion of the U shape; 

fully extended boom longer than other brands with of same tonnage; lifting capacity improved by 

30% over the old model; lifting capacity at short and medium boom length 5-7% better than other 

brands; lifting capacity at long and fully extended boom length 8-15% better than other brands; 

working efficiency improved by 15% over the old model. 

A five axle under carriage is applied; Large torque engine and automatic gearbox are applied; Max 

traveling speed reaches 80km/h; Max grading ability is 45%.

Optional power system configuration including Xi’an Cummins engine + Allison automatic gear 

box, or Weichai engine + Shanchi gear box.

The K-shaped outrigger(7.9m*7.7m) features high rigidity and reliability. Stability during lifting 

work is 7% higher than other brands. 

XCT100 / Advantages

The sensitive hydraulic system with high pressure and high flow ensures a 20% improvement of 

working speed. Electronic variable pilot control and main valve throttle design reduce pressure loss 

and improve the micro-motion performance by 10%. The telescopic system applies mechanic, 

electronic and hydraulic control at the same time which ensures high reliability of telescopic 

performance. 

Real time inspection of outrigger pressure; alarm when over-pressure and uneven distribution of 

pressure.

The remote control applies large memory storage and touch screen. It is easier to operate. 

Variable control of working speed guarantees high accurate lifting. 

17.5M

10M

43t

Strong driving power, great bearing 
ability, and high stability

Load sensory system

Diverter 
valve

Steady 
flow

Handle

60°

Engine with large torque and low rotating speed

Optional configuration of 6-speed automatic gear 

box or 12-speed gear box

Temperature of hydraulic oil remains stable, 
ensuring fluent operation of the machine and 
prolongs the service time



Advantages

Disk brake in the front and drum brake in the rear ensure good braking performance, long service 

life, easy maintenance, good cooling performance, etc. The system allows repeated braking in 

mountain roads and good braking performance during high speed traveling. 

Output power of hydraulic pumps matches with the performance of the engine in all working 

conditions, which avoids power loss and saves fuel by 20%. When overloaded, hydraulic pumps will 

adjust the flow automatically to self-protect and avoid engine shut-down so as to prolong service 

life of the engine. 

A working mode of “Repair & Maintenance” is added to ensure the stability of the machine 

during retracting of the boom so as to ensure safety during repair and maintenance. 

The new XCT outlook is applied featuring fine streamline, steady appearance, good architects, etc. 

which gives you excellent visual experience. The double cab design helps to reduce fatigue in 

operation; the second cab can be used as a resting area for the operator; the safety channel for 

getting on and off guarantees safety during repairing and maintenance. 

A buffering system is added to reduce the shock during slewing and luffing. 

XCT100 /

Buffer region

Buffer region

Disk brake in the front axle

Power output of hydraulic pumps match with power 

output of the engine
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This brochure is neither a contract nor can be used as a part of a contract. We reserve the rights to change the specification and configuration 

of the machine with no notice. Pictures in the brochure only serves to demonstrate and may differ from real machine. Machines in the brochure may 

not be of standard configuration and certain parts may need to be purchased separately. Please abide by local laws when apply for license and 

traveling on the road. 
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15295×3000×3820
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Working speed

Lifting performance

Travel

Power


